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INTRODUCTION

In his treatise, *Federal Jurisdiction*, Erwin Chemerinsky advocates protection for citizens through litigation on their behalf by sovereign entities under *parens patriae* standing. "[I]n a society in which litigation costs are enormous and the protection of constitutional rights is imperative, allowing the government to sue on behalf of its citizens can provide essential safeguards that otherwise might be lacking." This is especially true for Native Americans, as Lawrence Baca, President of the American Indian Bar Association, notes with regard to racial discrimination:

Where racial issues and civil rights are concerned, the national conscience has largely passed over American Indians. Indians are trapped in a national consciousness that perceives [them] as historical relics and western movie backdrops. Indian people often perceive that the very institutions of government that were established to fight race based discrimination have failed to include American Indians among the protected classes.

The economic situation in which most Native American people live only reinforces the problematic nature of strictly individual assertions of rights.

1. *Parens patriae* is often defined as:

   literally parent of the country, refers traditionally to role of state as sovereign and guardian of persons under legal disability, such as juveniles or the insane, and in child custody determinations, when acting on behalf of the state to protect the interests of the child. It is the principle that the state must care for those who cannot take care of themselves, such as minors who lack proper care and custody from their parents. It is a concept of standing utilized to protect those quasi-sovereign interests such as health, comfort and welfare of the people, interstate water rights, general economy of the state, etc.

   BLACK'S LAW DICTIONARY 1114 (6th ed. 1990) (internal quotes and citations omitted).

   The Supreme Court has held that the State must be acting as an advocate for the injured party. See Kansas v. Utilicorp United, Inc., 497 U.S. 199, 219 (1990).


3. *Id.* (specifically arguing for federal *parens patriae* standing).


5. For example:

   The 1990 census reports that 31 percent of all Indians live below the poverty level. That figure is up from 1980, when 24 percent of all Indians, and 29 percent of reservation Indians, were living below poverty level. Per capita income for Native Americans was slightly more than $8,300, the lowest of all racial groups in the U.S., and less than half the
Within the federal system, three types of sovereigns exist: Federal, State, and Native American Tribal governments. The Federal government has restricted the legal definition of Native American to members of federally recognized Tribes. Native American tribal sovereignty is often split into two categories: internal and external. Internal sovereignty includes the expansion of tribal law governing institutions, as well as economic and social infrastructure. Native American Tribes also fight external incursions on their sovereignty from both State and Federal Governments. More recently, indigenous peoples from around the globe have joined forces to create international protections for their people and institutions. Native American Tribes struggle to retain their sovereign internal and external rights in order to protect their members.

The Eighth, Ninth, and Tenth Circuits, as well as several Federal District Courts, have accepted Tribes litigating under the doctrine of parens patriae, although without analysis. When Courts have dealt with the level for the entire population. As of 1991, the Indian unemployment rate was 45 percent. That was a 3 percent decrease since 1989, but still 37 percent higher than the average unemployment rate for the United States as a whole.


6. See Morton v. Mancari, 417 U.S. 535 (1974); 25 C.F.R. § 83.1 (1999) (“Indian Tribe . . . means any Indian or Alaska Native tribe, band, pueblo, village, or community within the continental United States that the Secretary of the Interior presently acknowledges to exist as an Indian tribe.”).

Although this is the definition used in Federal Indian Law, Native communities are far more accepting than the Federal Government of those not enrolled in a federally recognized Tribe as Native American. For a variety of reasons, many individuals have fallen through the cracks of enrollment procedures; thus Native American identity in Native communities is functionally defined by association with a community, in addition to self-identification, as well as by membership. See generally M. Annette James, Some Kind of Indian: On Race, Eugenics, and Mixed-Bloods, in American Mixed Race 133–153 (Naomi Zack ed., 1995) (arguing for a reconception of Indian identity based on traditional indigenous methods).

7. See Robert Clinton, Panel at the University of Michigan Native American Law Students Association’s American Indian Law Day (Mar. 26, 1999).

8. See id.

9. See id.


11. The concept of seven generations is common among Native Americans. An individual’s actions affect the next seven generations as well as the past seven generations. The individual has the responsibility to act accordingly. Generally, Tribal governments focus their projects on providing services or protection for their members.

12. See Sisseton-Wahpeton Sioux Tribe v. United States, 90 F.3d 351 (9th Cir. 1996) (litigating on behalf of tribal members); In re Blue Lake Forest Products, Inc., 30 F.3d 1138 (9th Cir. 1994); Navajo Nation v. Dist. Court for Utah County, Fourth
question of tribal *parens patriae* standing, they have held that in certain circumstances Tribes have *parens patriae* standing to instigate litigation on behalf of their members. The current problem lies in the application of the *parens patriae* doctrine to Tribes. Specifically, in five Federal District Court cases the Courts misconstrued the requirements for *parens patriae* standing laid down by the Supreme Court. According to the Supreme Court’s decisions on *parens patriae*, the Tribes in these cases should have been recognized as having *parens patriae* standing, since they were litigating on behalf of a significant segment of their population. However, the Tribes in each of the cases were found not to have standing since they were not litigating on behalf of all of their members.

This Note argues that Tribes have *parens patriae* standing to protect their citizens through litigation on their behalf, even if not all of their citizens are engaged in the litigation. Part I examines the current requirements of *parens patriae* standing, as articulated by the Supreme Court. Part II briefly examines the nature of tribal sovereignty within American jurisprudence and concludes that *parens patriae* standing is a retained right of the Tribes. Part III examines the way in which the Federal District Courts have incorrectly handled tribal *parens patriae* standing. This section

Judicial Dist., 831 F.2d 929 (10th Cir. 1987) (litigating on behalf of an “Indian child” under the Indian Child Welfare Act); Kiowa Tribe of Oklahoma v. Lewis, 777 F.2d 587 (10th Cir. 1985); White Mountain Apache Tribe v. Williams, 810 F.2d 844, 865 n.16 (9th Cir. 1984) (“Similarly, the Tribe could have brought an action challenging Arizona’s vehicle taxes as a representative of or as *parens patriae* for its individual members, in order to vindicate their individual rights.”) (Fletcher, J., dissenting); Standing Rock Sioux Indian Tribe v. Dorgan, 505 F.2d 1135, 1137 (8th Cir. 1974) (litigating on behalf of members to recover state taxes illegally collected from its members); Red Lake Band of Chippewa Indians v. United States, 861 F. Supp. 841, 842 (D. Minn. 1994) (litigating on behalf of tribal members to collect improperly collected state taxes); Rosebud Sioux Tribe v. South Dakota, 709 F. Supp. 1502, 1503 (D.S.D. 1989) (litigating on behalf of members); Apache County v. United States, 256 F. Supp. 903, 906 (D.D.C. 1966).

The issue has been raised in other cases, but courts have avoided the question. See, e.g., Pueblo of Isleta ex rel Lucero v. Universal Constructors, Inc., 570 F.2d 300, 302 n.2 (10th Cir. 1978) (“We need not decide whether the Tribe could bring the action because of its *parens patriae* relationship to its members.”); Village of Chalkyitsik v. M.S.F., 690 P.2d 19, 19 n.15 (Alaska 1984) (“There is . . . no reason to reach Chalkyitsik’s elaborate arguments concerning its sovereign right to intervene and its *parens patriae* relationship to [the Native American child in question].”) (internal quotations omitted).


14. See Navajo, 47 F. Supp. 2d at 1240; Chacon, 46 F. Supp. 2d at 651–52; Big Sandy, 817 F. Supp. at 1327; Lujan, 728 F. Supp. at 795.
argues for a reexamination of Supreme Court doctrine when applying \textit{parens patriae} standing to Tribes. Part IV briefly examines permissible defendants under Tribal \textit{parens patriae} standing.

I. THE DOCTRINE OF \textit{PARENS PATRIAE}

\textit{Parens patriae} is the legal doctrine that provides standing for sovereign entities to bring suit on behalf of their citizens.\footnote{15} Derived from British common law, the doctrine of \textit{parens patriae} grew out of the royal prerogative.\footnote{16} The King, as “father of the country,” fulfilled the role of guardian over individuals with legal disabilities—those who could not protect themselves, such as “infants, idiots, and lunatics.”\footnote{17}

American jurisprudence recognizes \textit{parens patriae} standing only in sovereign entities, such as States, Native American Tribes, and the Federal Government.\footnote{18} Although the Supreme Court recognizes \textit{parens patriae}
standing in the Federal Government, the Court chooses to speak in terms of States' rights and responsibilities, further noting that the "parens patriae functions of the King passed to the States." When Puerto Rico litigated under parens patriae, the Supreme Court chose to read the sovereignty requirements for parens patriae standing broadly. The Court explained that since "Puerto Rico is similarly situated to a State . . . [it] has a claim to represent its quasi-sovereign interests in federal court at least as strong as that of any State.

The doctrine of parens patriae has been significantly expanded under American common law. As under British common law, the current
doctrine of *parens patriae* allows sovereign entities to bring suit for the protection and well-being of their citizens, but representation is not limited to those who are legally disabled. In the United States, a sovereign can sue on behalf of those who cannot sue for themselves and on behalf of some or all of its citizens in order to protect its quasi-sovereign interests.

Although the Supreme Court first recognized the doctrine of *parens patriae* in 1900, it did not significantly elaborate upon it until the 1982 *Snapp* decision. The Court, dealing with the claims brought by States, has developed two conditions for sovereigns to claim *parens patriae* standing when not suing on behalf of those who cannot sue for themselves. First, the sovereign entity "must express a quasi-sovereign interest." The Court specifically distinguished quasi-sovereign interests of a State from sovereign and non-sovereign interests. First:

[S]overeign interests are easily identified: First, the exercise of sovereign power over individuals and entities with the relevant jurisdiction—this involves the power to create and enforce a legal code . . . . [S]econd, the demand for

---

*Ss* (citations omitted).

24. The traditional functions of the King, that of protector of individuals, "has relatively little to do with the concept of *parens patriae* standing that has developed in American law." Instead:

At a fairly early date, American courts recognized this common-law concept, but now in the form of a legislative prerogative: "This prerogative of *parens patriae* is often necessary to be exercised in the interests of humanity, and for the prevention of injury to those who cannot protect themselves.

*Snapp*, 458 U.S. at 600 (citing *Mormon Church v. United States*, 136 U.S. 1, 57 (1890)).

25. *See Hawaii*, 405 U.S. at 258 (recognizing "the right of a State to sue as *parens patriae* to prevent or repair harm to its 'quasi sovereign' interests"); *Ryan & Sampen, supra* note 16, at 684–85.


29. *See id.* at 601 ("Its nature is perhaps best understood by comparing it to other kinds of interests that a State may pursue.").
recognition from other sovereigns—most frequently this involves the maintenance and recognition of borders. The Court then distinguishes quasi-sovereign interests from two types of non-sovereign interests:

First, like other associations and private parties, a State is bound to have a variety of proprietary interests.... Second, a State may, for a variety of reasons, attempt to pursue the interests of a private party, and pursue those interests only for the sake of the real party in interest.

The Court stated that quasi-sovereign interests “consist[ ] of a set of interests that the State has in the well-being of its populace.” Although the Court has not defined quasi-sovereign interest, it has articulated two categories of quasi-sovereign interests that trigger parens patriae standing. “[A] State has a quasi-sovereign interest in the health and well-being—both physical and economic—of its residents in general.” The Court also allows standing when “a State has a quasi-sovereign interest in not being discriminatorily denied its rightful status within the federal system.” For example, in Snapp, Puerto Rico filed suit against “numerous individuals and companies engaged in the apple industry in Virginia,” asserting the rights of Puerto Rican migrant farmworkers who were denied work in violation of the Wagner-Peyser Act. The Court found that

30. Id.
31. Id. at 601–02.
32. Id. at 602.
33. See CHEMERINSKY, supra note 2, at § 2.3, at 112–13.
34. Snapp, 458 U.S. at 607. In 11 Cornwell, the State of New York filed suit on behalf of its mentally retarded citizens for being denied the opportunity to have a community residence in a particular house. See New York v. 11 Cornwell Co., 695 F.2d 34 (2d Cir. 1982), vacated on other grounds, 718 F.2d 22 (2d Cir. 1983). The Second Circuit stated:

Both retarded persons and community residents are deprived of being able to live in integrated communities. The analogy to racial discrimination is close indeed. Thus, the State of New York’s interest in “the health and well-being... of its residents in general, the primary category of quasi-sovereign interests, is clearly implicated here.

Id. at 39 (internal citations omitted).
35. Snapp, 458 U.S. at 607. The Snapp Court explained: “we find that Puerto Rico does have parens patriae standing to pursue the interests of its residents in the Commonwealth’s full and equal participation in the federal employment service scheme established pursuant to the Wagner-Peyser Act and the Immigration and Nationality Act of 1952. Id. at 609.
36. Id. at 597.
Puerto Rico had parens patriae standing that fell into both categories: Puerto Rico was acting in the interest of its citizens' health and well-being, and on behalf of its citizens' rights to participate in the federal system and have all federal rights applied to them.

The second requirement for parens patriae standing is that the State's litigation be on behalf of a "substantial portion of the State's population." The Court first articulated this requirement in 1923, in a suit on behalf of citizens using natural gas: "[t]he private consumers in each state not only include most of the inhabitants of many urban communities but constitute a substantial portion of the State's population." The Court in Snapp rephrased this requirement to "sufficiently substantial segment of its population."

The Court has refrained from defining the exact proportion of the population required to create standing. However, the Court has said that a court must consider the "indirect effects of the injury" in addition to the direct impact "in determining whether the State has alleged injury to a sufficient substantial segment of its population." For example, regardless of the fact that only 787 jobs were specifically at issue in Snapp, the Court found that Puerto Rico met the burden since "[d]eliberate efforts to stigmatize the labor force as inferior carry a universal sting."

II. Tribes as Sovereign Entities Have Retained Parens Patriae Standing

Parens patriae standing exists only in sovereign entities. The Court explains the link between sovereignty and parens patriae standing as the
right to represent quasi-sovereign interests. This Part addresses the nexus between tribal sovereignty and tribal ability to represent quasi-sovereign interests as defined in Snapp. First, this Part examines the nature of tribal sovereignty. Second, this Part argues that the relationship between the Federal Government and Tribes is not a bar to parens patriae standing. Third, this Part asserts that although the framework of tribal sovereignty as a retained right is problematic, modern parens patriae standing exists within this paradigm. Finally, this Part recognizes that the States do not adequately represent individual Native Americans as parens patriae because States are often at odds with individual Native Americans and Tribes over the nature of tribal sovereignty and property rights.

A. The Nature of Tribal Sovereignty

As Frank Pommersheim notes, "[a] substantial amount of the adversity and difficulty present throughout the history of Indian law stems from the fact that the tribal sovereign is consistently marginalized, if even discussed, in the context of our constitutional democracy." Although the Federal Government recognizes the inherent sovereign rights of Tribes, acceptance and enforcement of tribal sovereignty is difficult given the lack of general education and understanding of tribal rights. To give context and understanding to tribal parens patriae standing, a brief discussion of the sovereign powers retained by Tribes is warranted.

As Felix Cohen recognized in the first edition of his frequently-cited handbook, each Tribe has the right to self-government:

The most basic of all Indian rights, the right of self-government, is the Indian's last defense against administrative oppression, for in a realm where the states are powerless to govern and where Congress, occupied with more pressing national affairs, cannot govern wisely and well, there remains a large no-man's-land in which government can emanate only from officials of the Interior Department or from the Indians themselves. Self-
government is thus the Indians' only alternative to rule by a government department. 49

The basis for federal recognition of Tribes' governmental rights resides not in the Constitution but in three Supreme Court decisions, commonly known as the Marshall Trilogy. 50 These cases provide the foundation upon which sovereign and property relationships between Tribes, States, and the Federal government are understood. 51 In addition, the sovereign rights of indigenous Tribes are not granted by the United States Constitution or by the Federal Government, but are rights retained from pre-contact. 52 The Supreme Court has stated:

The sovereignty that the Indian tribes retain is of a unique and limited character. It exists only at the sufferance of

49. FELIX COHEN, HANDBOOK OF FEDERAL INDIAN LAW 122 (1st ed. 1945).


A federal right, as opposed to a state's right, to deal with Native Tribes, is, however, founded in Constitutional provisions. See U.S. CONST. art. I, § 8, cl. 3 ("To regulate Commerce with . . . the Indian Tribes"); Worcester, 31 U.S. (6 Pet.) at 559 ("[T]his article . . . confers on congress the powers . . . of regulating commerce . . . with the Indian tribes. These powers comprehend all that is required for the regulation of our intercourse with the Indians.") (emphasis in original).

51. See Worcester, 31 U.S. (6 Pet.) at 590–92 (holding that the Federal Government had the exclusive right, as opposed to States, to deal with Native American Tribes); Cherokee Nation, 30 U.S. (5 Pet.) at 17 ("[T]ribes] may, more correctly, perhaps, be denominated domestic dependent nations. They occupy a territory to which we assert a title independent of their will, which must take effect in point of possession when their right of possession ceases. Meanwhile they are in a state of pupilage. Their relation to the United States resembles that of a ward to his guardian.") (emphasis added); McIntosh, 21 U.S. (8 Wheat.) at 587 (holding that the Federal Government had the exclusive right to extinguish aboriginal title).

52. The term "contact" refers to the first interactions between Europeans and indigenous peoples in the Western hemisphere. "Discovery" and other commonly used terms, beside being Euro-centric, ignore the reciprocal impacts between continents and multiple groups of people. "Contact" more accurately reflects the nature of the meetings of these peoples and the subsequent impacts.
Congress and is subject to complete defeasance. But until Congress acts, the tribes retain their existing sovereign powers. In sum, Indian tribes still possess those aspects of sovereignty not withdrawn by treaty or statute, or by implication as a necessary result of their dependent status.5

The Federal Government has repeatedly acknowledged and supported Tribes’ “quasi-sovereign interest[s] in the health and well-being—both physical and economic—of [their] residents in general.”4 According to Cohen:

Indian self-government, the decided cases hold, includes the power of an Indian tribe to adopt and operate under a form of government of the Indian’s choosing, to define conditions of tribal membership, to regulate domestic relations of members, to prescribe rules of inheritance, to levy taxes, to regulate property within the jurisdiction of the tribe, to control the conduct of members by municipal legislation, and to administer justice.55

Today, Tribes have retained criminal jurisdiction over member and non-member Indians,56 as well as civil jurisdiction over a wide range of

53. United States v. Wheeler, 435 U.S. 313, 323 (1978) (holding that the Double Jeopardy Clause does not apply when a criminal defendant is tried by both Tribal and federal courts, since sovereignty does not derive from the same source). Cohen notes:

Perhaps the most basic principle of all Indian law, supported by a host of decisions . . . is the principle that those powers which are lawfully vested in an Indian tribe are not, in general, delegated powers granted by express acts of Congress, but rather inherent powers of a limited sovereignty which has never been extinguished. Each Indian tribe begins its relationship with the Federal Government as a sovereign power, recognized as such in treaty and legislation. The powers of sovereignty have been limited from time to time by special treaties and laws designed to take from Indian tribes control of matters which, in the judgment of Congress, these tribes could no longer be safely permitted to handle. The statutes of Congress, then, must be examined to determine the limitations of tribal sovereignty rather than to determine its sources or its positive content. What is not expressly limited remains within the domain of tribal sovereignty.

COHEN, supra note 49, at 122.
55. COHEN, supra note 49, at 122.
56. See, e.g., United States v. Weaselhead, 165 F.3d 1209 (8th Cir. 1999), cert. denied, 120 S. Ct. 82 (1999); Wheeler, 435 U.S. at 313; Ex Parte Crow Dog, 109 U.S. 556 (1883); see also Robert N. Clinton, Criminal Jurisdiction Over Indian Lands: A Journey
subjects. Tribes have a great amount of control over child custody, hunting and fishing, gaming on the reservations, health services, human remains and other sacred and funerary objects, language use, educational programs, and other governmental powers. In addition, many Tribes have signed compacts with the Federal Government to take control over services for their members that the Federal Government previously had provided, including administration of hospitals and other health clinics. Several Tribes have created tribal community colleges, while others have taken over public schools, economic development programs, and housing.

*Through a Jurisdictional Maze, 18 Ariz. L. Rev. 503 (1976)* (surveying the chaotic allocation of law enforcement authority over Indian lands between Federal, State, and Tribal Courts).

57. See, e.g., Williams v. Lee, 358 U.S. 217, 223 (1959) (finding that Tribes retained subject matter jurisdiction over transactions between Native Americans and non-Native Americans on the reservation); Oglala Sioux Tribe Develops Environmental Review Code, NARF Legal Review, Summer/Fall 1998, at 7–8 (discussing how the Oglala Sioux Tribe has developed several programs to implement tribal health and environment laws).


59. See, e.g., Settler v. Lameer, 507 F.2d 231, 239 (9th Cir. 1974); United States v. Michigan, 471 F. Supp. 192, 280 (W.D. Mich. 1979) ("[Fishing rights do] not belong to individual tribal members who exercise it, although the rights were reserved for every individual Indian, as though named in the treaty. It is exercised by members of the plaintiffs tribes under extensive tribal regulation.").


68. See Bristol Bay Native Association, supra note 65.

69. See id.
B. The Federal Government as the "Great Father" is Not a Bar to Tribal Parens Patriae Standing

The United States Supreme Court has recognized the relationship between Tribes and Congress as "resembl[ing] that of a ward to his guardian."70 Based upon this notion, the trust and plenary power doctrines define the relationship between the Federal Government and indigenous nations.71 The Federal Government has a fiduciary duty to protect Tribes, but at the same time it preserves unilateral authority to divest Tribal Governments of their sovereign and property rights.72 Given

70. Cherokee Nation v. Georgia, 30 U.S. (5 Pet.) 1, 17 (1831) ("They look to our government for protection; rely upon its kindness and its power; appeal to it for relief to their wants; and address the president as their great father.").

71. See Passamaquoddy v. Morton, 528 F.2d 370, 375 (1st Cir. 1975) ("The general notion of a 'trust relationship,' often called a guardian-ward relationship, has been used to characterize the resulting relationship between the federal government and those tribes."); Seminole Nation v. United States, 316 U.S. 286, 297 (1942):

Furthermore, this Court has recognized the distinctive obligation of trust incumbent upon the Government in its dealings with these dependent and sometimes exploited people. In carrying out its treaty obligations with the Indian tribes, the Government is something more than a mere contracting party. Under a humane and self imposed policy which has found expression in many acts of Congress and numerous decisions of this Court, it has charged itself with moral obligations of the highest responsibility and trust. Its conduct, as disclosed in the acts of those who represent it in dealings with the Indians, should therefore be judged by the more exacting fiduciary standards.

Id. Recently, Justice Stevens noted:

Throughout our Nation's history, this Court has recognized both the plenary power of Congress over the affairs of native Americans and the fiduciary character of the special federal relationship with descendants of those once sovereign peoples.


72. See Santa Clara Pueblo v. Martinez, 436 U.S. 49, 58 (1978) ("This aspect of tribal sovereignty [here, sovereign immunity], like all others, is subject to the superior and plenary control of Congress."); United States v. Alcea Band of Tillamooks, 329 U.S. 40, 54 (1946) (plurality opinion) ("The power of Congress over Indian affairs may be of plenary nature; but is not absolute.").

the nature of the federal responsibility and the confined nature of tribal powers allowed by the Federal Courts, the question arises whether a Tribe maintains a sovereign relationship such that it can protect its citizens. 73

First, the Federal Government's higher position in the hierarchy in the federal system is not a bar to tribal parens patriae standing. The Supreme Court has held that States have parens patriae standing despite their relative status to the Federal Government. 74

Second, regardless of the relationship between the Tribe and the Federal Government, the Tribe is a sovereign entity over its individual citizens. 75 The basic understanding of citizenship boils down to a social contract theory, where individuals take on rights and responsibilities in order to gain "protection, rights, and privileges" from the sovereign. 76 The relationship between the tribal entity and the individual members does not stray from this model. For example, many Tribes try to address juvenile delinquency and other problems faced by child members of the Tribe through traditional dispute resolution. 77 Tribal Governments also provide rights to their citizens, often through IRA constitutions 78 or tra-

---

73. See, e.g., Oliphant v. Suquamish Indian Tribe, 435 U.S. 191, 208 (1978) ("Indian tribes are proscribed from exercising both those powers of autonomous states that are expressly terminated by Congress and those powers 'inconsistent with their status.'").

74. See Ryan & Sampen, supra note 16, at 686. However, parens patriae standing is not clear when claims are brought against the Federal Government. See id; see also Alfred L. Snapp & Son, Inc. v. Puerto Rico, 458 U.S. 592, 610 n.16 (1982) ("A State does not have standing as parens patriae to bring an action against the Federal Government."); Massachusetts v. Mellon, 262 U.S. 447, 485–86 (1923) ("[I]t is the United States, and not the State, which represents them as parens patriae."). For further discussion on the implications of sovereign defendants, see infra Part IV.

75. See, e.g., Santa Clara Pueblo v. Martinez, 436 U.S. 49, 72 (1978) (holding that the Santa Clara Pueblo had the sovereign right to adjudicate whether their membership criteria discriminated based upon gender); Elk v. Wilkins, 112 U.S. 94, 100 (1884) (holding that individual Native Americans were not citizens of the United States because of their tribal citizenship) (overturned by legislation in 1924); Ex Parte Crow Dog, 109 U.S. 556, 571–72 (1883) (holding that a Tribe had exclusive jurisdiction over the crimes of members) (subsequent legislation has affected this holding).


ditional means of governing. The privileges that Tribes provide to their members varies greatly.

The relationship between the Federal Government and indigenous Tribes should not bar tribal parens patriae standing. Although the relationship between States and the Federal Government differs from that between Tribes and the Federal Government, the judicial construction of both as lower in the federal hierarchy should not bar standing. In addition, the relationship between the member and the Tribe is that of a citizen and a sovereign. As such, not only should a Tribe have the ability to litigate on behalf of its citizens, but it has a duty to protect them.

C. The Problem of Framing Tribal Sovereignty as Retained

In United States v. Wheeler, the Supreme Court held that tribal sovereign rights are retained from pre-contact. The Court constructed the source of tribal governing rights as inherent rather than derived from federal designation as an answer to whether concurrent criminal trials, in both Federal and Tribal Courts, amounted to Double Jeopardy. The Court found no Double Jeopardy violation since tribal sovereign rights were retained rather than constructed from the same source as federal sovereignty.

By framing tribal sovereignty as retained, the Court problematically left open the potential for the term retained to limit Tribal government practices to those utilized prior to contact rather than to what is necessary in the modern context. This would make it difficult for Tribal governments to assert parens patriae standing, as the parens patriae doctrine was not conceived of, let alone exercised, prior to litigation in United States Courts.

79. For example, most Tribes allow members to vote and run for public office, but others allow religious leaders in the community to appoint public officials. Since the Bill of Rights does not limit the actions of Tribal Governments, Congress enacted the Indian Civil Rights Act, 25 U.S.C. § 1301 (1968), which applies most provisions of the Bill of Rights (but not separation of Church and State) to Native American Activities. See id.

80. Many Tribes provide governmental services, see supra Part II.B, as well as college scholarships and other similar programs. Tribes also provide tradition, culture, and identity to their members, partially through cultural outreach programs. For example, many Tribes offer language, dance, or arts and crafts workshops to their members.


82. U.S. Const. amend. V. See Wheeler, 435 U.S. at 324.

83. See Wheeler, 435 U.S. at 324.

84. The Court has used prior Tribal practices to limit property rights. See, e.g., Tee-Hit-Ton Indians v. United States, 348 U.S. 272 (1955).
However, tribes have sovereign immunity, which they also did not have, of course, prior to contact. Thus, the term retained has not been used to limit tribal sovereign immunity. For example, in Martinez, a suit brought by a tribal member against her Tribe, the Court recognized that the Indian Civil Rights Act did not abrogate sovereign immunity regardless of whether the Tribe exercised this right prior to the Federal Constitution. Thus, the term retained is merely a descriptive phrase, not a limitation on Tribes' ability to exercise modern sovereign powers.

D. The State is Insufficient as Parens Patriae

Parens patriae standing for Tribes does not bar the State from litigating on behalf of its Native American citizens. Filing suit under parens patriae is within the sovereign's prerogative, after all; it is not mandatory. By not providing Tribes the right to litigate on behalf of their citizens, a substantial number of Native Americans are left unprotected.

The relationship between Native Americans and the State differs from that of other citizens, especially when in Indian Country. Whether

---


The Creek Nation was recognized by the United States as a distinct political community, with which it made treaties and which within its own territory administered its internal affairs. Like other governments, municipal as well as state, the Creek Nation was free from liability for injuries to persons or property due to mob violence or failure to keep the peace. Such liability is frequently imposed by statute upon cities and counties (see City of Chicago v. Pennsylvania Co., 119 Fed. Rep. 497); but neither Congress nor the Creek Nation had dealt with the subject by any legislation prior to 1908.


86. See, e.g., Martinez, 436 U.S. at 58-59.

87. See id. at 58. The Court held that the Indian Civil Rights Act only abrogated sovereign immunity in habeas corpus claims against Tribes. See id.

88. "Indian tribes retain attributes of sovereignty over both their members and their territory to the extent that sovereignty has not been withdrawn by federal statute or treaty," Iowa Mutual Insurance Co. v. LaPlante, 480 U.S. 9, 14 (1987) (internal citations and quotations omitted).

89. See, e.g., Oliphant v. Suquamish Indian Tribe, 435 U.S. 191 (1978) (holding that Tribes do not have criminal jurisdiction over non-Indians unless authorized by Congress); Fisher v. District Court, 424 U.S. 382 (1976) (affirming exclusive jurisdiction of Tribes
a Federal, State, and/or Tribal law governs over an individual depends upon Tribal membership° and the type of law applied.' Further, the Court has noted that "[Tribes] owe no allegiance to the States, and receive from them no protection. Because of local ill feelings, the people of the States where they are found are often their deadliest enemies."° Although the relationship between Tribes and States has evolved over time, the nature of the relationship tends to be adversarial, and disputes over jurisdiction, retained sovereignty, and treaty rights are common.° Not only is it often problematic for States to advocate on behalf of Tribal interests, it is common for States' own sovereign interests to be directly opposed to tribal members' well being.° In most cases, the State would not well serve the parens patriae function for the Native American citizens residing within its borders.

III. TREATMENT OF TRIBAL PARENS PATRIAE STANDING IN THE FEDERAL DISTRICT COURTS

This Part examines the incorrect application of parens patriae standing to tribal entities. First, this Part discusses the seminal Assiniboine case,° which first applied the wrong standard for parens patriae standing. The nature of the misinterpretation will be examined by looking to current Supreme Court holdings on parens patriae. Second, this Part considers each of the four subsequent District Court cases in light of the Court's parens patriae rulings. Third, this Part advocates the application of current Supreme Court rulings on parens patriae to Tribal sovereigns.

over adoption proceedings when all parties are members of the Tribe and residing on the reservation).

90. For example, membership within the forum Tribe is not required for criminal cases, although membership within a federally recognized Tribe is mandatory. See, e.g., United States v. Weaselhead, 165 F.3d 1209 (8th Cir. 1999), cert. denied, 120 S. Ct. 82 (1999).

91. See generally Clinton, supra note 56.


94. For example, Yankton Sioux, a case determining the boundaries of a reservation, arose out of a dispute over who had the power to regulate a landfill site. 522 U.S. at 329. It was in the State's interests to regulate the landfill, while it was in the tribal members' interests not to allow a landfill on or next to their reservation. See id.

A. Assiniboine & Sioux Tribes v. Montana

The State of Montana collected motor vehicle property and new car taxes from members of the Assiniboine and Sioux Tribes, even though members were exempt from the taxes if domiciled on the reservation. The Tribes brought suit as parens patriae in the United States District Court of Montana on behalf of their members living within the reservation for a return of the taxes collected plus interest. The District Court granted summary judgment in favor of the State on several grounds, including that the Tribe had not met the standard for parens patriae standing.

The District Court held that in order to sue as parens patriae, the Tribe was required to file on behalf of every member of the Tribe since it was “convinced ... that the entity purporting to advance the [parens patriae] claim must be acting on behalf of the collective interests of all of its citizens.” In coming to this conclusion, the Assiniboine Court did not look to recent Supreme Court cases, but relied primarily on dicta in Louisiana v. Texas, a one hundred-year-old case that stated that “the state of Louisiana presents herself in the attitude of parens patriae [sic], trustee, guardian, or representative of all of her citizens.”

The Assiniboine court misinterpreted the Supreme Court’s enunciation of the parens patriae doctrine as requiring suits to be brought on behalf of all citizens. The Supreme Court had clarified that entirety was not required, as it applied the terms “substantial portion of the State’s population.” In fact, the year prior to the District Court’s decision in Assiniboine, the Supreme Court further articulated that:

---

96. See id.
97. See id.
98. See id. at 280.
99. See id. at 277.
100. Id. ("[I]t can hardly be said that this lawsuit is on behalf of the interests of the entire Fort Peck constituency.") (emphasis added).
101. 176 U.S. 1, 19 (1900).
102. Id.
103. See Assiniboine, 568 F. Supp. at 277.

The private consumers in each state not only include most of the inhabitants of many urban communities but constitute a substantial portion of the state’s population. Their health, comfort, and welfare are seriously jeopardized by the threatened withdrawal of the gas from the interstate stream. This is a matter of grave public concern in which the state, as the representative of the public, has an interest apart from that of the individuals affected. It is not merely a remote or ethical interest, but one which is immediate and recognized by law.
The Court has not attempted to draw any definitive limits on the proportion of the population of the State that must be adversely affected by the challenged behavior. Although more must be alleged than injury to an identifiable group of individual residents, the indirect effects of the injury must be considered as well in determining whether the State has alleged injury to a sufficient substantial segment of its population.

Thus, the additional requirement of litigating on behalf of all citizens should not be applied to States or other sovereigns seeking standing under *parens patriae*; rather, the lesser standard of litigation on behalf of a significant portion of the population is required. For example, in *Snapp* the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico was able to litigate on behalf of its citizens working as migrant farm-workers. The State of New York was allowed to file suit on behalf of its mentally retarded citizens. States have also filed anti-discrimination suits as *parens patriae* on behalf of a portion of their citizens. By looking to *Louisiana v. Texas* and not any contemporary *parens patriae* cases, the *Assiniboine* Court incorrectly required litigation on behalf of every member of the Tribe. This mistake barred the Tribe's standing to protect its citizens.

**B. The Assiniboine Line of Cases**

More problematic than the mistake in *Assiniboine* is the repeated reliance on its holding. The District Courts have not investigated the Supreme Court's elaboration of the *parens patriae* doctrine, but merely have reiterated the holding of *Assiniboine*. In the four subsequent Federal District Court cases, Tribes have been incorrectly barred from litigating as *parens patriae*.

1. Kickapoo Tribe of Oklahoma v. Lujan

Under the Texas Band of Kickapoo Act of 1983, Congress separately recognized the Texas Band of Kickapoo as a subgroup of the

---

106. See id.
The Texas branch submitted a constitution under the name “Kickapoo Traditional Tribe of Texas” to the Bureau of Indian Affairs in order to separate from the Oklahoma Tribe. The Oklahoma Tribe then appointed a new Council for the Texas Band, and the new council objected to the Bureau of Indian Affairs’ election to seek ratification of the Tribal Constitution (which is part of the recognition process). Nonetheless, the Tribal Constitution was passed by a vast majority of the Texas members. The Oklahoma Kickapoo Tribe sued, attempting to enjoin the Federal Government from establishing separate government-to-government relations with the Texas branch.

Citing Assiniboine, the District Court denied standing to the Kickapoo Tribe of Oklahoma, holding that “a sovereign tribe must be acting on behalf of all of its members in order to litigate as parens patriae.” The Court used the Assiniboine misinterpretation, instead of looking at current Supreme Court opinions on parens patriae, to bar standing, even though the litigation was on behalf of a “substantial segment of its population.” The Lujan Court noted that “[w]hile all members of the Tribe may in some way be affected by the Band’s reorganization, the Tribe would not be representing the interests of all members as the doctrine of parens patriae requires.” In this statement, the District Court made two fundamental mistakes based upon the parens patriae doctrine laid out by the Supreme Court. First, the Court did not take into account indirect effects to determine whether the litigation was on behalf of a significant segment of the population. Second, the Court failed to acknowledge that whether the sovereign “is doing more harm than good to her own citizens[ ] is for her to determine.” By seeking to intervene in the reorganization of the Texas branch of the Kickapoo Tribe, the Kickapoo Tribe of Oklahoma had the right to decide what was in the best interests of its membership; the District Court did not. If the Lujan Court had

111. See id. With federal recognition comes all the retained rights to self-government as well as federal services provided to Native American Tribes.
112. See Lujan, 728 F. Supp. at 792.
113. See id. at 792–793.
114. See id.
115. See id.
116. Id. at 795.
118. Lujan, 728 F. Supp. at 795.
119. See Snapp, 458 U.S. at 607.
correctly applied the parens patriae doctrine, the Tribe would have had standing to bring this suit.\(^{121}\)

2. Alabama & Coushatta Tribes of Texas v. Trustees of the Big Sandy Independent School District\(^{122}\)

The Big Sandy case arose out of a dispute over a school dress code, which restricted male students' hair length.\(^{123}\) Specifically:

Boys' hair should be of reasonable length and style so as not [to] interfere with the instructional program. Boys' hair should [be] no longer than the top of a standard dress collar.\(^{124}\)

To members of the Alabama and Coushatta Tribes, though, long hair has religious significance.\(^{125}\) The Big Sandy Court noted the common impact of the School's rule upon the Tribe's religious beliefs:

It was a common Native American belief that the hair, similar to other body parts, was sacred, and that to cut the hair was a complicated and significant procedure. A hair cut was considered the equivalent of dismemberment of a body part. Generally, hair was to be cut only as a sign of mourning a close family member's death. Southeastern tribes believed that, to cut the hair at any other time, without the safeguards of tribal ritual, would disrupt the 'oneness' of the person's spirit and subject that person's body to invasion by witchcraft.\(^{126}\)

At the time of the lawsuit, eighty-nine members of the student body were Tribal members.\(^{127}\) The prohibition was enforced only against

\(^{121}\) Although the Kickapoo Tribe of Oklahoma would have had parens patriae standing, the Court found that the Kickapoo Traditional Tribe of Texas was an indispensable party, and thus was immune from suit. See Lujan, 728 F. Supp. at 796–97. Therefore, the suit would likely have been dismissed anyway, but on different grounds.

\(^{122}\) 817 F. Supp. 1319 (E.D. Tex. 1993) (mem.).

\(^{123}\) See id. at 1320.

\(^{124}\) Id. at 1323 (citing dress code).

\(^{125}\) See id. at 1324–1325 (citing Professor Hiram Gregory's testimony on behalf of the Tribe).


\(^{127}\) See Big Sandy, 817 F. Supp. at 1324.
Native American students. Another six refused and were taken out of class and placed in in-school detention. Although those students were given the same homework assignments as other students in their classes, they were denied access to classroom instruction. Generally, the students fell behind in their school work.

Adult members of the Tribe and Tribal administrators endeavored to intervene on the students’ behalf, appearing at school board meetings in an unsuccessful attempt to have the dress code revised. At one meeting, a member of the school board told a Tribal member that long hair had gone out with the hippies, after the member addressed the board about the religious significance of wearing long hair.

The Big Sandy Court did not cite any current parens patriae Supreme Court cases. Instead, the Court cited the misinterpretation in Assiniboine and Lujan, and held that the Tribe did not have parens patriae standing since “the Tribe is not representing the interests of all its members in this case, as the doctrine of parens patriae requires.” Like the Lujan Court, the District Court recognized that “the application of the hair restriction may in some way affect members of the Tribe other than the Native American students at Big Sandy and their families,” but the Big Sandy Court did not take this into account, even though it was required to do so to determine whether the litigation was for the benefit of a significant segment of the population. While the Big Sandy Court ruled on the merits of the individual plaintiffs’ claims, the misapplication of the parens patriae doctrine incorrectly barred standing for the Alabama and Coushatta Tribes.

3. Kickapoo Traditional Tribe of Texas v. Chacon

On March 2, 1999, emergency personnel received a phone call that Norma Rodriguez was having trouble breathing. By the time they

128. See id.
129. See id.
130. See id.
131. See id.
132. See id.
133. See id. at 1326.
134. See id.
135. Id. at 1323.
136. Id.
arrived, she was already dead.\textsuperscript{139} Martha Chacon, the Justice of the Peace, was notified of the death by Sheriff’s deputies. Since Norma Rodriguez was a known inhalant abuser, they assumed that was the cause of death.\textsuperscript{140} Chacon found no signs that this was the actual cause of death on the body.\textsuperscript{141} When Rodriguez’s mother, Ms. Elizondo, arrived, she repeatedly stated that “someone killed her, I know someone killed her.”\textsuperscript{142}

Chacon decided that an autopsy was necessary to determine whether Ms. Rodriguez had been murdered, and she obtained permission from Rodriguez’s mother.\textsuperscript{143} While preparing an autopsy order, Chacon received a phone call from the funeral home stating that Tribal members and the Tribe’s Chief had requested that the autopsy not be performed.\textsuperscript{144} Chacon agreed to meet with Tribal members at the Tribal offices that night, after receiving numerous calls from Tribal members and county officials.\textsuperscript{145} At the meeting, Chacon informed the Tribe that she intended to have the autopsy performed, regardless of their wishes.\textsuperscript{146}

Later that night, Ricardo Calderon, an attorney for the Tribe, called Chacon to explain the Tribe’s religious objection to having an autopsy performed upon Ms. Rodriguez, but Chacon did not change her mind.\textsuperscript{147} The funeral home, at some point that night, turned the body over to the Tribe, which buried her on Tribal lands.\textsuperscript{148} Chacon, furious and recalcitrant, demanded that Rodriguez’ body be disinterred.\textsuperscript{149}

The Texas Kickapoo Tribe immediately filed suit, seeking a declaratory judgment on two claims.\textsuperscript{150} First, that the order for “disinterment and autopsy of Rodriguez’s body is void because it does not comply with the Native American Graves Protection and Repatriation Act.” Second, that disinterment was a violation of the Tribes’ First Amendment right to free exercise of religion.\textsuperscript{151}

\textsuperscript{139} See id. at 646.
\textsuperscript{140} See id.
\textsuperscript{141} See id.
\textsuperscript{142} See id.
\textsuperscript{143} Id.
\textsuperscript{144} See id.
\textsuperscript{145} See id. at 647.
\textsuperscript{146} See id. at 646–647.
\textsuperscript{147} See id. at 647.
\textsuperscript{148} See id.
\textsuperscript{149} See id.
\textsuperscript{150} See id.
\textsuperscript{151} See id.
\textsuperscript{152} Id. at 649.
\textsuperscript{153} See id. at 651.
Assistant Attorney General Michael Winget-Hernandez wanted the autopsy performed as well as a ruling on the merits.\(^{154}\) The State wanted the District Court to interpret the Native American Grave and Repatriation Act not to bar current murder investigations.\(^{155}\) In order to gain a ruling on the merits, the State waived a challenge to *parens patriae* standing when the Court raised the issue in oral argument.\(^ {156} \) In addition, neither side of the litigation briefed the issue of *parens patriae* standing.\(^ {157} \)

In holding that the Tribe did not have *parens patriae* standing on the First Amendment question, the *Chacon* court stated that “cases in which the *parens patriae* doctrine applies have been limited to those involving the rights of the Tribe members as a whole, and not those of just one or several members.”\(^{158}\) Thus, the Court could “not agree that the Tribe ha[d] demonstrated that it ha[d] standing under the *parens patriae* doctrine . . . because the rights which it seeks to assert are primarily those of a small group of Tribe members[,] and not those of the Tribe as a whole.”\(^{159}\) The District Court cited *Big Sandy, Lujan,* and *Assiniboine* in support of this holding, rather than looking at current Supreme Court rulings on *parens patriae* standing.\(^{160}\) Again, a District Court applied the wrong standard; *parens patriae* standing requires litigation to be on behalf of only a significant segment of the population rather than on the entire membership.\(^ {161} \)

The Court also did not take into account the indirect effect of the injury. Similar to *Snapp,* the disregard of a Tribe’s members’ religious beliefs “carries[es] a universal sting.”\(^ {162} \) If the District Court had applied the *parens patriae* doctrine correctly, the Kickapoo Traditional Tribe of Texas would have had *parens patriae* standing.\(^ {163} \)

---

155. See id.
156. See id.
157. See id.
159. Id. (emphasis added).
160. See id. at 652.
162. Id. at 609 (quotations omitted).
163. The *Chacon* Court chose to rule on the merits given the possibility that the Court “misconstrued the *parens patriae* doctrine or that the Tribe as a whole has otherwise suffered injury sufficient to confer Article III standing.” Id. at 651. The Court found no constitutional violation. See id.
Navajo, concerning the adoption of a Native American child, focused on whether or not the Superior Court correctly followed the procedure delineated in the Indian Child Welfare Act of 1975 ("ICWA"). K.H. was born of Navajo, Yakama, and Nez Perce ancestry. Her parents had been living on the Yakama reservation, but moved to Yakima, Washington to hide the pregnancy from their families. K.H.'s parents gave her up for adoption in State court, signing documents stating that K.H. was not an Indian child. Thus, neither the Yakama nor Navajo Tribes were notified of the adoption, as required by ICWA. Years later, K.H.'s birth mother informed her family about the child, and the families later informed both Tribes. The Navajo Nation filed suit to challenge the adoption, and the Yakama Nation filed to intervene.

The Navajo court found that the Navajo Nation did not have parens patriae standing to file suit, stating that the "Navajo Nation has[d] failed to prove it [was] acting on behalf of all of its members." Once again, a District Court cited Assiniboine, Lujan, and Big Sandy in support of its holding rather than current Supreme Court cases. Thus, a District Court again misapplied the standard for parens patriae standing.

The court also failed to recognize Tribes' traditional usage of parens patriae. The court found that the Tribe was representing only the grandparent's rights, but the Tribe does, in fact, have an interest in the well-being of its children. Today, States, under their parens patriae
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166. See Navajo, 47 F. Supp. 2d at 1236.
167. See id.
168. See id.
169. See id.
170. See id. at 1236–37.
171. Id. at 1240.
172. See id.
173. See id. at 1240 ("[T]he Navajo Nation does not have standing to assert claims and rights of the grandparents that are so personal to individual to the Strongs.").
174. See Indian Child Welfare Act, 25 U.S.C. § 1901(3) (1978) ("[T]here is no resource that is more vital to the continued existence and integrity of Indian tribes than their children."). Moreover, under the British common law origins of the parens patriae doctrine, the sovereign unquestionably had an interest in the well-being of the children. See BLACK'S LAW DICTIONARY 1114 (6th ed. 1990); see also Curtis, supra note 16, at 898–907 ("English children who received royal protection had not violated the norms of society; rather, they had summoned the case of the realm because of their dependent and property status."); Christine Steib Stickler, Note, In re S.G.: Parens Partiae and Wardship
responsibilities, continue to work in the interests of their children. Similarly, the Tribe should have been able to litigate under the *parens patriae* doctrine on behalf of its child.

C. Courts Should Look to Current Supreme Court Rulings on *Parens Patriae*

The additional misguided requirement placed on Tribes asserting *parens patriae* standing—that litigation must be on behalf of all members—has been used to bar standing repeatedly. *Assiniboine* has been cited often, without regard to the correct Supreme Court interpretation of *parens patriae* requirements, to support findings that Tribes lack standing. In the future, Courts looking at Tribal *parens patriae* standing should examine how the Supreme Court has laid out the *parens patriae* doctrine. There is simply no reason why Tribes should be required to meet a higher standard than other sovereignties when litigating on behalf of their citizens.

The five aforementioned district courts never reached the question of Tribes' quasi-sovereign interests, since standing was barred because the litigation was not brought on behalf of the entire tribal memberships. In a footnote in *Snapp*, the Supreme Court noted that Puerto Rico had *parens patriae* standing because it was "similarly situated to a State," as "[i]t has a claim to represent its quasi-sovereign interests in federal court at least as strong as that of any State." Applying this rationale to Tribes, the question is therefore whether a Tribe has "at least as strong" of "a claim to represent its quasi-sovereign interests" as States.

Quasi-sovereign interests fall into two categories: protecting the well-being of citizens and preserving the benefits that flow to citizens through participation in the federal system. First, like other sovereign entities, Tribes care about the well-being of their citizens. In *Navajo*, the Tribe filed suit to ensure that the Indian Child Welfare Act was followed, so that connections between Native American children and their...

---


177. *Snapp*, 458 U.S. at 608 n.15.

178. *Id.*

179. See *id.* at 607–08.

180. See, e.g., *Big Sandy*, 817 F. Supp. at 1327.
Tribes would not be severed; maintaining those connections benefit both the child and the Tribe. In *Chacon*, the Tribe attempted to protect its members' religious rights, as well as their well-being. Similarly, the Tribes in *Big Sandy* asserted the religious rights of their juvenile members by bringing suit against the School District. There is little question that the Tribes were acting on behalf of their members' "health and well-being—both physical and economic."  

Second, as in *Snapp*, the Tribe has a quasi-sovereign interest in ensuring its citizens and it are not discriminatorily denied the benefits of the federal system. The Kickapoo Traditional Tribe of Texas, in *Chacon*, filed to enforce Constitutional rights on behalf of its members, as did the Alabama and Coushatta Tribes of Texas in *Big Sandy*. Tribes have shown that they have legitimate quasi-sovereign interests under both categories.

IV. PERMISSIBLE DEFENDANTS

Given that the *parens patriae* cases before the Supreme Court have been limited to State and Federal government plaintiffs, the discussion of permissible defendants has been limited. Although States, local governments, and private defendants have been called before the Courts under *parens patriae*, Eleventh Amendment and other immunity defenses have not been significantly raised since the plaintiffs have been either States or the Federal government.

*Parens patriae* standing does not trump a sovereign entity's immunity from suit, and although suits against States are allowed if brought by other States or the Federal government, suits brought by Tribes under *parens patriae* standing pose significant immunity problems. Specifically, the Supreme Court has read the Eleventh Amendment to bars suits brought by

---

181. See 47 F. Supp. 2d at 1233.
182. See 46 F. Supp. 2d at 644.
183. See 817 F. Supp. at 1319.
185. See id.
186. See 46 F. Supp. 2d at 644.
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188. U.S. Const. amend. XI.
189. See, e.g., Hawaii v. Standard Oil Co. of California, 405 U.S. 251 (1972); Missouri v. Illinois Sanitary Dist. of Chicago, 180 U.S. 208 (1901); United States v. City of Jackson, 318 F.2d 1 (5th Cir. 1963).
Protecting Native Americans

Although there are exceptions to the Eleventh Amendment bar, parens patriae standing does not per se circumvent sovereign immunity.

190. See Monaco v. Mississippi, 292 U.S. 313 (1934).
192. See generally CHEMERINSKY, supra note 2, at §§ 7.5–7.7.
193. Although Chemerinsky argues that States ought to be able to bring suit against the Federal Government as parens patriae, see id. at 113 (Allowing states to sue the federal government on behalf of its citizens might provide essential protection, just as such suits are often important against private parties.”), the Supreme Court has not agreed. The Court stressed this point in Snapp: “a State does not have standing as parens patriae to bring an action against the Federal Government.” Alfred L. Snapp & Son, Inc. v. Puerto Rico, 458 U.S. 592, 610 n.16 (1982). Similarly, the Court of Claims has remarked, “[s]ince the Tribe, in relation to the Federal Government, is lower in the hierarchy of governments, somewhat akin to a state, it would seem reasonable to conclude that the Tribe cannot litigate as a parens patriae against the Federal Government on behalf of its members.” Northern Paiute Nation v. United States, 10 Cl. Ct. 401, 406–08 (Cl. Ct. 1986). The Northern Paiute Nation attempted to sue the Federal Government for breaching its duty to the members for not providing an irrigation system under the Indian Claims Commission Act. See id; see also Larry W. Yackle, A Worthy Champion For Fourteenth Amendment Rights: The United States in Parens Patriae, 92 Nw. U. L. Rev. 111 (1997) (arguing that the executive branch ought to have parens patriae standing in Fourteenth Amendment cases absent specific congressional authorization).

The Court of Claims stated that it considers the Federal government’s relationship toward individual Native Americans trumps that of Tribes to their members. Native American citizenship in the United States can be revoked simply by Congressional repeal of the Citizenship Act of 1924. The Supreme Court, in Elk v. Wilkins, denied United States citizenship to an individual Native American, despite the Fourteenth Amendment, because of the relationship to his Tribe. 112 U.S. 94, 100 (1884):

The alien and dependent condition of the members of the Indian tribes could not be put off at their own will without the action or assent of the United States. They were never deemed citizens of the United States, except under explicit provisions of treaty or statute to that effect, either declaring a certain tribe, or those members who chose to remain behind on the removal of the tribe westward, to be citizens, or authorizing individuals of particular tribes to become citizens on application to a court of the United States for naturalization and satisfactory proof of fitness for civilized life.

Id. Congress overturned this ruling through the Citizenship Act of 1924, 8 U.S.C. § 1401(a) (2), which granted United States citizenship to all Native Americans. See id. If the Citizenship Act is revoked, under Elk v. Wilkins Native Americans would no longer be citizens of the United States because of the Tribal citizenship. See Robert B. Porter, The Demise of Ongewehowen and the Rise of the Native Americans: Redressing the Genocidal Act of Forcing American Citizenship Upon Indigenous Peoples, 15 HARV. BLACKLETTER L.J. 107, 175–82 (1999). Given the nature of Native American citizenship, it is problematic to assume the Federal government is “Father of the Country” with regard to Native Americans.
In fact, most courts have accepted this as an absolute prohibition. However, other courts have held that an exception exists, allowing *parens patriae* standing in suits filed against the Federal government when "seeking to enforce the provisions" of a federal statute. Separate doctrines of *parens patriae* for States and Tribes should not exist. In jurisdictions that apply this exception, Tribes should be able to litigate under *parens patriae* to enforce federal statutes.

**CONCLUSION**

Without Tribal *parens patriae* standing, American jurisprudence leaves a gulf between protections provided for Native American citizens and non-Native American citizens. Relying on the States to champion the rights of individual Native American citizens is insufficient. Tribes have long protected their members and wish to fulfill this role in the modern legal context. This Note recommends that Federal and State courts recognize *parens patriae* standing in Tribes without the "all members" requirement, thus bringing *parens patriae* doctrine, as applied to Tribes, in line with current Supreme Court holdings. The additional requirement currently applied to Tribes, that litigation be on behalf of all members, must be dropped in favor of the "substantial segment of [the] population" requirement.

194. See, e.g., Nevada v. Burford, 918 F.2d 854, 858 (9th Cir. 1990), cert. denied, 500 U.S. 945 (1994) ("Our earlier cases . . . must, of course, give way to the Supreme Court’s clear statement in *Snapp*.") (internal citations omitted).


196. Although there is not an exact symmetry between the sovereign rights of States and Tribes in American jurisprudence, there is no justification for creating a separate and more restrictive doctrine of *parens patriae* for Tribes.